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Back office
How would you like your back office to
work? We know and embrace the fact that
each operator is different. Some dislike
having to log into several different back
office provider applications, while others
consider it a natural step in order to get
access to full functionality.
Nolimit offers three different versions of our back office in
order to give our operators freedom of choice. Of course,
they all contain everything you need as an operator, and if
you require anything else we’ll happily build it for you.
The back office functionality can be loaded via a set of API
services or through a complete reference implementation
using the underlying API services. The third option is to
inject selected (brandable) parts of the reference
implementation into the operator’s back office with a
single sign-on solution.

The back office is simple in design but powerful in
terms of content and functionality. The features
include:
• Dynamic statistics from the player, operator or
promotion level with graph functionality. These can
drill-down all the way to the year, month, day, hour and
game round level. Combination filters are possible for
games, currencies and channels.
• Multi operator or multi brand access.
• A custom report section with instant execution, Excel
export or subscriptions on a daily or monthly basis.
• A user section. Create your own users and assign access
on an individual or group level.
• A promotion section with complete access to the Nolimit
promotion toolbox, containing user groups, free bets,
event-based triggers and enabling of features.
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• A maintenance section for real-time maintenance options
on the operator and game level.
• Support for operator specific configurations and
multilingual text management.

The back office application runs in the cloud environment
independently from any of the game servers. This means
that it will never interfere with gameplay and that
deployments of new versions can be done separately
without any down-time.
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